
Horror Books for
Middle School

The Night GardThe Night Gardeneenerr
by Jonathan Auxier
Molly and Kip travel to England to work
as servants in a crumbling manor house
where nothing is quite what it seems.
Soon the siblings are confronted by a
mysterious stranger and the secrets of
the cursed house. JF AUXIER

The jumbiesThe jumbies
by Tracey Baptiste
In a spine-tingling tale that is rooted in
Caribbean folklore, 11-year-old Corinne
must call on her courage and an ancient
magic to stop an evil spirit and save her
island home. JF BAPTISTE

Doll bonesDoll bones
by Holly Black
Growing up, Zach, Poppy, and Alice
found themselves endlessly playing a
make-up game of pirates, mermaids
and warriors. But upon reaching middle
school, Zach decides he is too old to
play. Poppy begins to have dreams
about their ruler: the Great Queen, a
bone-china doll. JF BLACK

The doll's eyeThe doll's eye
by Marina Cohen
Hadley just wishes everything could go
back to how it was, especially to before
moving into a decomposing house. After
discovering a glass eye in the empty
attic of her new home, Hadley makes a
wish that changes everything she knows
to be true. JF COHEN

TTook: a ghoook: a ghost stst stororyy
by Mary Downing Hahn
A witch called Old Auntie is lurking near
Dan's family's new home. He doesn't
believe in her at first, but is forced to
accept that she is real and take action
when his little sister, Erica, is 'took' to
become Auntie's slave for the next fifty
years. JF HAHN
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The graThe graveyveyard bookard book
by Neil Gaiman
Raised since he was a baby by ghosts,
werewolves, and other residents of the
cemetery in which he has always
resided, Bod wonders how he will
manage to survive amongst the living
with only the lessons he has learned
from the dead. JF GAIMAN

The nestThe nest
by Kenneth Oppel
Agonizing over his sick baby brother's
struggles to survive, Steve is visited in
his dreams by a mysterious wasp
queen who offers to save his brother at
a formidable cost. JF OPPEL

Nightmares!Nightmares!
by Jason Segel
Charlie Laird has several problems:
1. His dad married a woman he is sure
moonlights as a witch.
2. He had to move into her purple
mansion—the creepiest place.
3. He can’t remember the last time
sleeping wasn’t a nightmarish prospect.
Like even a nap. JF SEGEL

The screaming stThe screaming staircaaircasese
by Jonathan Stroud
When London is overrun by malevolent
spirits, the talented Lucy, Anthony and
David (aka Lockwood & Co.) are forced
to take part in the perilous investigation
of Combe Carey Hall, one of the most
haunted houses in England. JF STROUD

Camp MidnightCamp Midnight
by Steven T. Seagle
After accidentally boarding the wrong
bus, Skye must spend the summer at
Camp Midnight, where everyone is a
monster, and she tries to keep her
human identity hidden.
JF SEAGLE Graphic Novel

ScarScary sty stories tories to tell in theo tell in the
darkdark
by Alvin Schwartz
Welcome to a macabre world of scary
stories, where a folklorist offers up
some of the most alarming tales of
horror, dark revenge and supernatural
events of all time. J 133.1 SCH
Check out more scary stories J 133.1

Ask a librarian for more
suggestions!
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